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Life in the Chesapeake region for the family of Ethan Aaron Douglas, from steamboats to
newspapers, struggles of immigrants and the changes brought by the industrial revolution. The
simple life of watermen and challenges of weather, fire and disaster in the era of 1880 to 1910
brought to life for the reader from a life-long resident of the Tidewater region. Catch up on the
latest events from around the Chesapeake as told by the News Readers on the steamboats of
the Old Bay Line to the passengers.

PRAISE FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER TOUGHNESS“Honest and inspiring, Jay
Bilas explores the many tenets of toughness and shares personal stories and interviews with
some of the best athletes and coaches. Toughness is critical to gaining an edge in sports and
life, and this book provides lessons to help you succeed from a well-respected expert.”—Jim
Nantz“If you want the true definition of toughness as it relates to sports and life, this is a must
read. Jay Bilas has acquired a wealth of knowledge from his basketball career as a player,
coach, and analyst. Jay’s descriptions and illustrations are ‘Awesome, Baby’ with a capital A!”—
Dick Vitale, ESPN“Jay Bilas gives meaning to one of the most overused words in sports. Bilas
explains the complexity of acquiring and utilizing all aspects of toughness, be it mental or
physical, both on and off the playing field. It is a great description of a concept and value we all
need in our lives.”—Hall of Fame coach Jim Calhoun“Tough it out. Be tough. Stay tough. How
often do we hear that in sports and life? It’s the go-to answer for any problem. We all want
toughness. Jay Bilas take this intangible concept and gives it concrete meaning. The inspiring
and humbling stories of truly tough people are written artfully and show that being tough isn’t just
a catchall cliché. It’s a transforming personal value. Jay does a brilliant job illustrating why
toughness is a quality I want to cultivate in my life every day.”—Rece Davis, ESPN“Make sure
you are holding a yellow highlighter when you read this book. There is an incredible amount of
wit and wisdom in these pages, thanks to the dedication, hard work, and—yes—toughness Jay
Bilas demonstrated by talking to all of these people. Reading this book won’t make you tough,
but it will teach you how to get there.”—Seth Davis, Sports Illustrated and CBS SportsAbout the
AuthorJay Bilas is one of the most widely recognized voices in sports. He is a regular analyst
and color commentator on SportsCenter, ESPN game broadcasts, the wildly popular College
GameDay, and coverage of the NCAA Final Four and NBA Draft. He was a four-year starter at
Duke and helped lead the team to the Final Four. He played three seasons in Europe before
signing on as assistant coach to Coach K from 1990-1992, during which time Duke won back-to-
back national titles. He is currently a partner at the law firm Moore and Van Allen.
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Don Kidwell, “Of Steamboat Wrecks, Cruising the Chesapeake, Oyster Pirates and Even One of
Our Late Great Presidents!. Real diverse book offering engaging subject matter and illustrations/
photos including both passages describing the horrible like the sinking of the Wawaset, "More
screams erupted...and the morning air was pierced by the wailing of a man who was fully on fire,
his skin and clothes burning as the poor soul jumped into the water" countered by serene
instances such as a scenic river cruise up the waterway and poetry the likes of which include
"We have left the still earth for the billows and breeze. 'Neath the brightest moons on the bluest
of seas..." Some of my favorite stories included that of the tussle over oysters "white gold" in the
neighboring states of Maryland and Virginia, the history behind the assassination of President
Garfield, and why the Great Baltimore Fire of 1904 came to be and the lessons learned. Very
good book and I did enjoy!”

C Wm (Andy) Anderson, “Chesapeake 1880, Remarkable History with Great Illustrations &
Photography. Must-Read for Historians. Length: Print, 245 pages; Audible, not yet available as
an audiobook, but I hope it will be, as it is a remarkable history.Target Audience: American
History and writers interested in the oyster wars of Chesapeake Bay during
Reconstruction.Amazon Kindle Sales Rank when this review was posted: 258 free.The below
three excerpts are provided to acquaint readers with the style and content of Chesapeake
1880.ExcerptsExcerpt 1[In all my years of reading, except when I was reading a satire, this book
is the first I've read with this opening, so I had to excerpt it]:It was a dark and stormy night on the
Chesapeake as the new Captain Douglas steamed south out of Baltimore on the way to
Washington.Excerpt 2[This excerpt shows something that I've heard of before, news readers
(anchors) at a time preceding radio and television]:At the ages of fourteen and sixteen, Jack and
Allen were becoming well-known on the steamships for their entertainment and dramatic
delivery of the news to the passengers.On the times that I traveled on one of William’s fleet of
ships I listened to one of my boys regale the passengers on a steamer.I not only marveled at
how much the ships had changed from the old Savannah , but how much the news had changed
as well.I was also as proud as punch to see my sons excelling at reading the latest news to the
passengers.Doing so was a niche that had come about from my grandfather reading the paper
to me; my taking up reading to passengers; and eventually kicking off the news reader position
on most every ship on the bay. While the Savannah was a much smaller and simpler steamboat,
the ones now plying the waters of the Chesapeake and Potomac were grand in every way.The
newspapers that the boys read to the passengers were also complicated as well as fascinating
as the nation began the change to industrialization over the last 20 years. I was always glad that
my sons had taken more to the newspaper and steamship business rather than the oyster and
fishing business which was becoming more bloodthirsty every year.Excerpt 3[This excerpt
shows how even 135 years ago there were questions of even-handed justice. In this instance,



oyster pirates had infringed upon Virginian boatmen trying to eke out a living during
reconstruction]:At the court proceedings the next day, with justice being swift in Hampton Roads,
forty-two captains were sentenced to ten years in prison for violating Virginia harvesting
regulations. The judge noted the compassion the law held for working men and reduced the
sentences to one year, holding that the men needed to heed the law and return to caring for their
families.After a barrage of newspaper articles and petitions from Maryland, the Virginia
Governor soon exercised a rarely used power of pardon and let all of the pirates out of jail after
one month. Now the Virginia newspapers were roundly criticizing Gov. Cameron for failing to
hold the Maryland watermen accountable. Worse yet, a month after being released from jail, the
lot of them were back at work illegally harvesting oysters in Virginia waters. Bottom LineAnybody,
writers and historians, especially, needs to read Chesapeake 1880. Despite a slightly slower-
paced style common to 19th Century America, I found myself totally immersed in this historical
text - the black and white photos and grayscale illustrations are a terrific enhancement. This is a
must-read.Comments?”

DBW86, “Great follow on to the 1st book in this series. Great follow on to the 1st book in this
series, with an obvious next book to follow. The history of steam boats and ships on the
Chesapeake Bay and Potomac River from Baltimore, DC and Norfolk continues. The lives of the
watermen of this era is given in good detail so that the reader understands how the oysters, fish
and crabs go from the initial catch, through the buy boats to the restaurants and then their
patrons. Catching crabs and oysters has little changed for individuals as many of my friends still
reside in Southern Maryland and enjoy keeping their own tables and stomachs filled with these
easily caught sea foods. Captain Douglas continues to build in fleet and other investments in rail
roads and sea going ships while establishing a welfare system for seamen who are injured or
killed in their work. The Captain is one of those rare individuals who understood that if you treat
your employees fairly and generously, like a family, you will reap even greater rewards back. He
is also one of the rare people of his generation to view the black man as deserving the same
treatment and rewards as his white employees. The book give the reader a front row center seat
of this part of our nation at this time via real people. The Douglas family spreads from fishing,
buy boats, cargo and passenger transport on these great waterways and into rail roads and the
newspapers of the time in the nation's capitol. You will quickly be reading the news chosen by
the "News Readers" of that time as it actually was written from the actual newspapers. I found
this very interesting in the different sentence structure and words which were used at that time
versus our modern usage. At times you may have to resort to the dictionary to learn the true
definition of some of those words which were used at that time.If you read the first book in the
series then this is a must follow up read. If you haven't then you will want to read it after you read
this one to grasp the Douglas family through this period of time!”

Doug Swan, “Four Stars. some interesting historical asides”



The book by Dennis L. Wilcox has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 86 people have provided feedback.
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